
Traditional village (TV), also known as ‘ancient villages’, formed early, have rich traditional resources,

certain historical, cultural, scientific, artistic, social, and economic values, and still have relatively well-

preserved village style and features, architectural structures, and unique folk customs, which should be

protected. According to the evaluation on the TV Protection and Development by Committee of Experts, a

total of 6,819 TVs from the five groups up to June 2019 in china. In this study, five groups of TVs in China

were taken as the research objects, and ArcGIS spatial analysis tool was used to understand the distribution

characteristics of TVs. All those to further enhanced the TVs distribution characteristics and the

interpretation of determination factors, and solve the excessively holistic analysis of TV environment

factors in traditional way, which conducive to the differences and collaborative of TV pleamanagement and

protection.

2.1 The spatial autocorrelation analysis in spatial analysis module of ArcGIS was used to analyze the

spatial distribution of TV.Moran's I statistics. This tool calculated local Moran's I value, Z score, pseudo P

value, and the encoding of clustering types representing each element with statistical significance. Z score

and pseudo P value represents the statistical significance of calculated index value.

2.2 Natural and human data set construction. Natural factors: Annual average temperature, humidity index,

eveluation, relief amplitude, and distance to four-level river. Human factors: Cultural relics and historic

sites, population, distance from TV to county, and distance from TV to main road.

2.3 Anselin Local Moran's I in the Arcgis spatial statistics module was used to analyze the distribution of 9

factors at TV sample points, which can identify high-value density, low-value density, and spatial outliers

(High values are surrounded by low values or low values are surrounded by high values).

3.1 The spatial distribution density of TVs in China showed significant differentiation (see Fig.1). The

density is 7.08/10000 km², among which Zhejiang has the highest distribution density with 62.48/10000

km². Guizhou, Fujian, Shanxi, Hunan have the density of more than 30/10000 km², while Inner Mongolia,

Heilongjiang, Xizang, Xinjiang have the distribution density of less than 0.5/10000 km².

3.2 Global autocorrelation The global Moran's I index of the spatial distribution of TVs in China is

0.352446, and the Z value of normal statistic is 949.77 (see Fig.2). Moran's I index is positive, and has

passed the test of significance (Z value is greater than 0.01 and the critical value of confidence level is

2.58), which indicated that the spatial distribution of TVs in China has significant spatial autocorrelation.

3 .3 Anselin Local Moran's I (see Fig.3)

3.3.1 Natural influence. The results show that the annual average temperature has less spatial outliers and

more high clustering types mainly distributed in southeast China and southern Yunnan. The humidity index

of TVs has relatively more spatial outliers compared with that of annual average temperature. There were

many TVs points in southeast China except the main distribution of high-high clustering types. The

relationship between TVs and altitude almost shows the normal distribution pattern, but the density of

villages with low altitude was significantly higher than that with high altitude. There are many spatial

outliers of relief amplitude, especially the low-high outliers, which show an extremely similar distribution

to the high-high clustering type, and mainly show the concentrated distribution in the hilly landform areas

of China. The geographical factors of TVs in Guizhou, Chongqing and Hunan have strong common

characteristics in clustering type and outliers.

3.3.2 Human factors. The TV population clustering type and outliers are not significant. The high-high

clustering type of TVs from cultural relics and historic sites were mainly concentrated in a few provinces in

western China, while the low-low clustering type were mainly found in coastal areas. There were many

low-low clustering types of distance from TVs to the main roads, which were mainly distributed in the

regions with high density of economic development network in southeast China. For the distance from the

TVs to the county, the high-high clustering type and low-high outliers were mainly distributed in the

western region of China, while the low-low clustering type and high-low outliers were mainly distributed

in a few provinces in eastern and central China. Cultural relics and historic sites, as a diachronic factor,

also have a strong and significant impact on TVs, which often intensively appears near the city and shows a

staggered state.

The TV distribution has the environmental

selectivity and tendency, which can provide certain

reference for the further identification of TVs. The

diversified, targeted and cross-regional joint

management and protection should be carried out in

the future research, policy and planning process,

rather than carry out too macroscopic protection,

r e su l t i ng in the neg l ig ence o f r eg iona l

characteristics or limited by the separating

protection of administrative boundary.
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